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HANDOUTS

• *List of New Books to Use at Storytime* – We will talk about the titles in bold (others are great too, but we only have so much time!)

• *Websites for Storytime Planning*

• Click on the tab to access the handouts
Board Books, Babies and Toddlers
Audience Participation books
Five Parent Practices
Six Pre-literacy Skills
Multicultural books
Informational books
Useful Websites
BOARD BOOKS

Tickle My Ears

Bathtime for Little Rabbit
MORE BOARD BOOKS

- Mouse is Small
  - Mary Murphy

- Bear Counts
  - Karma Wilson & Jane Chapman

- Zebra is bigger, but...
BOOKS FOR BABY STORYTIME

up!
How Families Around the World Carry Their Little Ones
Written by Susan Hughes
Illustrated by Ashley Barron

Puppy Puppy
Written by Julie Stemberg
Illustrations by Fred Koehler
BOOKS FOR TODDLER TIME

Chugga Chugga Choo Choo

Bumpety, Dunkety, Thumpety-Thump!

K. L. Going
Simone Shin
MORE TODDLER BOOKS

- Bob's Rock
  by Ann and John Hassett

- Goodnight, Numbers
  Illustrated by Alicia Padrón
AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION STORIES

- We will define each of these as we go along
- Call and Response, also called Pattern story, Participation story, and Repetitive story
- Cumulative
- Circular
- Concept books
- Interactive
CALL AND RESPONSE PICTURE BOOKS

Many Moons

The Giant Jumperee
MORE PARTICIPATION

TOAD ON THE ROAD
A Cautionary Tale
by Stephen Shaskan

A PERFECT DAY
LANE SMITH
CUMULATIVE PICTURE BOOKS

- Marigold Bakes a Cake by Mike Malbrough
- My Busy Green Garden by Tony Page, Illustrated by Carol Schwartz
MORE CUMULATIVE STORIES

AND THE ROBOT WENT...
Michelle Robinson
Illustrated by Sergio Ruzzier

DANNY MCgee DRINKS THE SEA
Andy Stanton
Illustrated by Neal Layton
CIRCULAR PICTURE BOOKS

1. Waiting for Goliath
   - Author: Antje Jansen
   - Publisher: RECKO PRESS

2. LEAP!
   - Author: JonArno Lawson
   - Illustrator: Joni Boisjoli
CONCEPT BOOKS

Dogs in Cars

Found Dogs
INTERACTIVE OR TACTILE BOOKS

Will You Help Doug Find His Dog?

Say Zoop!
POLL

- How often do you use audience participation books in your storytimes?
  - At least once in every storytime
  - Maybe every other storytime
  - Rarely
FIVE PARENT PRACTICES

- They are: Reading, Writing, Playing, Talking, and Singing
- Encourage parents to do these activities at home by modeling them in storytime
- Use books that promote these activities
- Every Child Ready to Read
READING
TALKING

You Are NOT a Cat!

Say Hello, Sophie!

SHARON G. FLAKE • Illustrated by ANNA RAFF

ROSEMARY WELLS
PLAYING

Splatypus

This Beautiful Day
SINGING

Laurie Berkner
We Are the Dinosaurs
Illustrated by Ben Clanton

Old MacDonald's Things That Go

Jane Clarke, Meg Blanco
MORE SINGING

Sing, Don’t Cry
Angela Dominguez

Spunky Little Monkey
By Bill Martin Jr. and Michael Sampson
Illustrated by Brian Won
SIX PRELITERACY SKILLS

- Print Motivation – all books
- Print Awareness – almost all books
- Phonological Awareness
- Vocabulary
- Narrative Skills
- Letter Knowledge
PHONOLOGICAL AWARENESS
MORE PHONOLOGICAL

BARNYARD BOOGIE!
By Tim McCanna, illustrated by Allison Black

Magic Spell
Julie Paschkis
VOCABULARY
NARRATIVE SKILLS
KINDERGARTEN READINESS

- Behavior Skills
- Motor Skills
- Factual Knowledge
- Pre-reading Skills
BOOKS THAT FOSTER KINDERGARTEN READINESS
DIVERSE PICTURE BOOKS

- why am I me?
- Jabari Jumps
- The Perfect Siesta
POLL

What cultures in books for storytime would you like to see more of?

- African-American
- Latino
- Asian-American
- Native American Indian
- Middle Eastern
- LGBTQ
- Disabilities
INFORMATIONAL BOOKS

Over and Under the Pond
by Kate Messner with art by Christopher Silas Neal

All Kinds of Friends
Shelley Rotner & Sheila M. Kelly

Round
by Newbery Honor winner Joyce Sidman
Illustrated by Taeun Yoo
WEBSITES ON STORYTIME PLANNING

- See handout on useful websites and online resources for storytime planning
- Webinars and review journals
- Any favorite website useful for storytime planning?
  - Lee & Low
  - Simon & Schuster’s Salaam Reads
TIME FOR QUESTIONS?
Thank You!
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